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ABSTRACT
Aim To objectively assess disease activity and treatment
response in patients with retinal vein occlusion (RVO),
neovascular age-related macular degeneration (nAMD)
and centre-involved diabetic macular oedema (DME),
using artificial intelligence–based fluid quantification.
Methods Posthoc analysis of 2311 patients (11 151
spectral-domain optical coherence tomography volumes)
from five clinical, multicentre trials, who received a flexible
antivascular endothelial growth factor (anti-VEGF) therapy
over a 12-month period. Fluid volumeswere measuredwith
a deep learning algorithm at baseline/months 1, 2, 3 and
12, for three concentric circles with diameters of 1, 3 and
6 mm (fovea, paracentral ring and pericentral ring), as well
as four sectors surrounding the fovea (superior, nasal,
inferior and temporal).
Results In each disease, at every timepoint, most
intraretinal fluid (IRF) per square millimetre was present at
the fovea, followed by the paracentral ring and pericentral
ring (p<0.0001). While this was also the case for
subretinal fluid (SRF) in RVO/DME (p<0.0001), patients
with nAMD showed more SRF in the paracentral ring than
at the fovea up to month 3 (p<0.0001). Between sectors,
patients with RVO/DME showed the highest IRF volumes
temporally (p<0.001/p<0.0001). In each disease, more
SRF was consistently found inferiorly than superiorly
(p<0.02). At month 1/12, we measured the following
median reductions of initial fluid volumes. For IRF: RVO,
95.9%/97.7%; nAMD, 91.3%/92.8%; DME, 37.3%/
69.9%. For SRF: RVO, 94.7%/97.5%; nAMD, 98.4%/
99.8%; DME, 86.3%/97.5%.
Conclusion Fully automated localisation and quantification
of IRF/SRF over time shed light on the fluid dynamics in each
disease. There is a specific anatomical response of IRF/SRF to
anti-VEGF therapy in all diseases studied.

INTRODUCTION
The introduction of both optical coherence tomo-
graphy (OCT) and antivascular endothelial growth
factor (anti-VEGF) therapy into clinical practice has
revolutionised how retinal diseases are managed.

Despite their different and complex causes, ret-
inal vein occlusion (RVO), neovascular age-related
macular degeneration (nAMD) and diabetic macu-
lar oedema (DME) all share an exudative compo-
nent leading to the accumulation of retinal fluid
and, potentially, a marked loss of vision.

Intraretinal fluid (IRF) and subretinal fluid (SRF) are
key OCT biomarkers for the diagnosis of macular
oedema, and their impact on visual function has been
extensively studiedacross retinal diseases:while inRVO

and nAMD, the presence of IRF has been shown to
correlate with poorer visual outcomes, the same rela-
tion has been reported for the central height of intrar-
etinal cystoid spaces in DME.1–3 In posthoc analyses of
three large-scale DME trials, patients without SRF at
baseline had worse visual outcomes than those with
baseline SRF (Roberts et al, in submission).4 In RVO,
however, the presence of SRF at baseline had no such
influence on the therapeutic response.1 Furthermore,
the Comparison of Age-related Macular Degeneration
Treatments Trial revealed that IRF had a much greater
negative impact on visual function than SRF.5

Comprehensive management of macular oedema
should not only respect the functional implications of
IRF and SRF but should also acknowledge their spe-
cific retinal distribution in each disease. Considering
the different vascular origins of fluid in RVO,
nAMD and DME, there might be a further distinct
anatomical response to anti-VEGF therapy inherent
to each pathology.

Unfortunately, the hitherto manual assessment of
retinal fluid onOCTis not only reduced toqualitative
aspects but is also prone to errors and subjectivity.
Even in a regulated research setting, there have been
discrepancies in the adequacy of interpretations of
OCTchanges between independent reading centres,
empirically trained investigators and real-world
clinicians.6 7 In the light of increasing patient num-
bers and diagnostic data, our ambition should thus be
the adoption of objective and less time-consuming
methods for image assessment: artificial intelligence
(AI)-based algorithms for the automated analysis of
OCT images are promising tools to allow
a standardised and efficient evaluation beyond purely
qualitative aspects. The aim of this study was to sub-
stantiate this proposition by fully and automatically
quantifying IRF/SRF in patients with RVO, nAMD
and DME over time. The amount and localisation of
these fluid types as well as changes thereof will give
insight into the fluid dynamics of each disease. Based
on the changes of automatically measured fluid
volumes, we further assessed the therapeutic
response to anti-VEGF therapy for each condition.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Population/dataset
This study was a posthoc analysis of data from the
Vienna Reading Centre and OPTIMA imaging data-
bases and comprised 11 151 spectral-domain OCT
volumes from 2311 patients. All imaging data was
prospectively collected during randomised multicen-
tre clinical trials. OCToperator training and certifica-
tion was mandatory and comparable standardised
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device settingswere used in all trials.We included1099patientswith
nAMD from the HARBOR8 (Twelve-Month Efficacy and Safety of
0.5 mg or 2.0 mg Ranibizumab in Patients with Subfoveal
Neovascular Age-related Macular Degeneration; clinicaltrials.gov
identifier: NCT00891735) and TREND9 (Treat-and-Extend versus
Monthly Regimen in Neovascular Age-Related Macular
Degeneration; NCT01948830) studies, 605 patients with centre-
involved DME from the DRCR.net Protocol Tstudy10 (Aflibercept,
Bevacizumab, or Ranibizumab for Diabetic Macular Edema;
NCT01627249) and 302/305 patients with macular oedema due
to RVO from the BRIGHTER11 (Individualized Stabilization
Criteria-Driven Ranibizumab versus Laser in Branch Retinal Vein
Occlusion; NCT01599650) and CRYSTAL12 (Individualized
Ranibizumab Regimen Driven by Stabilization Criteria for Central
Retinal Vein Occlusion; NCT01535261) studies. Patients with
RVO/DME were treated following a ‘pro-re-nata’ (PRN) treatment
regimen, while those with nAMD received anti-VEGF injections on
a PRN, ‘treat-and-extend’ (T&E) ormonthly basis. Thosewhowere
not treated with a standard anti-VEGF treatment (‘laser only’ in the
BRIGHTER and 2 mg ranibizumab in the HARBOR trial) were
excluded from our patient cohort. All aforementioned studies
were conducted in compliance with the tenets of the Declaration
of Helsinki. Ethics approval was obtained in each country for the
multinational core trials and approval for this posthoc analysis was
obtained from the Ethics Committee at the Medical University of
Vienna (approval number: 1246/2016). The sponsor of each respec-
tive trial provided the data, but the analyses, content and conclusions
presented here are solely the responsibility of the authors and have
not been reviewed or approved by the sponsors.

Fluid segmentation and localisation
For the segmentation of IRFand SRF,we applied an algorithm t1hat
has previously been extensively evaluated, is based on deep learning
and has shown high robustness and accuracy.13 14 In particular, the
fully automated method is based on convolutional neural networks
that learn the mapping from OCT images to dense pixel-level class
labels. Each pixel within a b-scan is classified as belonging to one of
the four classes: IRF, SRF, retinal tissue or the non-retinal region.
IRF and SRF volumes were computed separately for seven macular
regions at five timepoints (baseline/months 1, 2, 3 and 12).
According to the ETDRS grid, the regions include the foveal region
(central subfield, 1 mm wide circle, further referred to as ‘fovea’),
the paracentral ring (3 mmwide circle surrounding the fovea), the
pericentral ring (6 mm wide circle surrounding the paracentral
ring) as well as the superior, inferior, nasal and temporal sectors
that surround the fovea (figure 1). OCT volumes of left eyes were

mirrored to conform to those of right eyes (nasal on the right side,
temporal on the left side; figures 4 and 5) and provide a uniform
visualisation.

Statistical analysis
Comparison of fluid volumes between regions:
For comparison, we divided the seven regions into two groups

(figure 1): group A included the fovea, paracentral ring and
pericentral ring, and group B included the superior, inferior,
nasal and temporal sectors. For each patient, we computed the
difference in fluid volumes between pairs of regions (fovea and
paracentral, fovea and pericentral, etc) at each available time-
point and analysed the distributions of the differences across the
entire population. As fluid volumes deviated from a normal dis-
tribution, they are described by their medians and IQRs. To
identify the regions with the highest fluid volumes, medians
were visualised as boxplots, and their distributions were then
tested by the two-sided Wilcoxon signed-rank test. Two-sided
p values <0.05 were considered statistically significant.
At each of the five timepoints, we included only cases with fluid

present in at least one region of the region pair. To correct for the
relatively small area but high fluid volumes of the fovea compared
to the paracentral ring and pericentral ring, all volume measure-
ments were normalised to the respective region size (eg, for fovea:
0.52×π=0.785 mm2; for paracentral ring: 1.52×π −0.785, etc;
for sectors: area of paracentral ring plus pericentral ring, divided
by 4). This corresponds to a median thickness of fluid at a given
area: volume (mm3)/area (mm2)=height (mm). To further correct
for multiple testing, wemultiplied all p values by a factor of 270 (9
pairs of regions×3 diseases×5 timepoints×2 fluid types=270
Wilcoxon signed-rank tests). Python 3.6.6 and its ‘stats’-module
SciPy 1.2.1 were used to perform statistical tests.
Determination of relative fluid change:
This was done by looking at the overall IRF/SRF volumes

within the central 6 mm rather than the volumes of individual
regions. To determine the median change of fluid from one time-
point to the next, we considered cases where there was fluid
present during the first of the two visits. As a first approach, we
calculated the change relative (Rel) to the fluid volume at base-
line (Bsl):

RelBsl ¼ volume at first timepoint� volume at second timepoint
volume at baseline

and as a second approach, the change relative (Rel) to the fluid
volume at the previous (Prev) visit:

RelPrev ¼ volume at first timepoint� volume at second timepoint
volume at first timepoint

While the first approach allows an easier comparison of
changes between months, the second provides information on
temporally confined changes between two consecutive time-
points. Fluid changes are shown as median percentages with
their IQR.

RESULTS
Fluid volumes and regional comparison
For each of the three diseases, the highest IRF volume/mm2 was
measured at every timepoint at the fovea, followed by the para-
central ring and pericentral ring (p<0.0001; figure 2, red). This
was also the case for the highest SRF volumes in RVO and DME
(p<0.0001). In nAMD, there was more SRF volume/mm2 seen in
the paracentral ring than at the fovea up to month 3 (p<0.0001);

Figure 1 Based on the ETDRS grid, the macula was divided into two
groups of seven regions. Three circular regions are shown on the left: the
1 mmwide fovea, 3 mmwide paracentral ring and 6 mmwide pericentral
ring (group A). Four equally sized sectors in the right image include the
superior, nasal, inferior and temporal sectors (group B).
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at month 12, however, there was more SRF at the fovea than in
the paracentral ring and pericentral ring (p<0.0001). From
months 1 to 12, patients with nAMDhadmore SRF paracentrally
than pericentrally (p<0.0001).

When comparing the fluid distribution between the superior,
nasal, inferior and temporal sectors, we found that in RVO and
DME, the highest IRF volume/mm2 was always located tempo-
rally (RVO: p<0.001; DME: p<0.0001; figure 2). In addition,
patients with DME exhibited more IRF inferiorly than nasally
(p<0.002). In nAMD, there was always less IRF in the superior
than in the other three sectors (p<0.0001).

For SRF, patients with RVO and nAMD consistently showed
higher normalised volumes in the inferior sector than in the
superior sector (RVO: p<0.0001; nAMD: p<0.02). In DME,
there was less SRF superiorly than in all other three sectors
(p<0.008, except month 12: p=0.15; figure 2, blue).

All median differences and their IQRs are shown in online
supplemental tables A–F. Figure 3 illustrates the absolute fluid
load per region (not normalised to region size).

Relative fluid change and temporal comparison
Tables 1 and 2 show complete lists of the fluid change relative to
baseline (RelBsl) and to the previous visit (RelPrev). In each dis-
ease, the most pronounced reduction in IRF was seen from

baseline to month 1: patients with RVO and nAMD showed
a median IRF decrease of 95.9% and 91.3%, respectively,
whereas in DME, there was a median IRF decrease of only
37.3% (table 1; figure 4). In the subsequent months, patients
with RVO and nAMD showed a reduction of less than 1% of
the initial IRF volume, leading to an overall IRF reduction of
97.7% and 92.8% at month 12, respectively. Patients with DME
exhibited reductions of 7% and 4% at month 2 and 3 (RelBsl);
subsequently, this was less than 1% per month (RelBsl), resulting
in an overall IRF reduction of 69.9% in DME at month 12.
As for IRF, the biggest reduction in SRF happened from base-

line to month 1: 94.7% in RVO, 98.4% in nAMD and 86.3% in
DME (table 1; figure 5). In the following months, patients with
RVO and nAMD showed reductions of 1% or less (RelBsl), lead-
ing to an overall SRF reduction of 97.5% and 99.8% atmonth 12,
respectively. Patients with DME showed further decreases of
6.4% and 2.2% up to month 3 (RelBsl), resulting in an overall
SRF reduction of 97.5% at month 12.

DISCUSSION
The non-invasive, standardised and quick visualisation of retinal
pathology by OCT holds unrivalled potential for the application
of AI-based analyses. AI not only allows knowledge to be gener-
ated based on large, multidimensional datasets but is also able to

Figure 2 Median normalised fluid volumes relative to region size (nL/mm2) with IQRs at baseline, as measured by the algorithm. The upper panel
shows volumes of IRF and SRF at the fovea, paracentral ring and pericentral ring. The lower panel illustrates volumes in the superior, nasal, inferior and
temporal sectors. Arrows indicate high normalised volumes that cannot be visualised in the same scale as the other volumes. AMD, age-related macular
degeneration; DME, diabetic macular oedema; IRF, intraretinal fluid; para, paracentral ring; peri, pericentral ring; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; SRF,
subretinal fluid; sup, superior sector; nas, nasal sector; inf, inferior sector; temp, temporal sector.
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capture individual variability in disease and function more effi-
ciently than traditional methods. In the light of the distinct patho-
physiological implications of IRF and SRF in RVO, nAMD and
DME, the aim of this study was to gain insight into their spatial
distribution and temporal change under therapy, which will aid
clinicians in assessing disease activity and treatment response.

Over the years, the role of OCT in clinical trials and practice has
undergone a great change: early on, central retinal thickness was
merely used as a secondary outcome measure and was soon

established as a poor morphological marker for visual outcome.2
15 When clinicians started to adopt flexible treatment strategies
such as PRN and T&E, IRF and SRF were believed to equally
correspond with disease activity and either of them prompted
treatment. Against this notion, the FLUID study16 challenged
the T&E strategy in nAMD and demonstrated that SRF up to
200 µm at the foveal centre does not entail worse visual out-
comes if left untreated. This trajectory shows that retinal ima-
ging has surpassed an imprecise and strictly qualitative

Figure 3 Median fluid volumes (nL) with IQRs at baseline, as measured by the algorithm. The upper panel shows volumes of IRF and SRF at the fovea,
paracentral ring and pericentral ring. The lower panel illustrates volumes in the superior, nasal, inferior and temporal sectors. AMD, age-related macular
degeneration; DME, diabetic macular oedema; IRF, intraretinal fluid; para, paracentral ring; peri, pericentral ring; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; SRF,
subretinal fluid; sup, superior sector; nas, nasal sector; inf, inferior sector; temp, temporal sector.

Table 1 Change of overall fluid volume from one timepoint to the next, relative to the fluid volume at baseline (RelBsl)

Change IRF, % (IQR) Change SRF, % (IQR)

Fluid change RelBsl RVO AMD DME RVO AMD DME

bsl→m1 −95.89 (41.0) −91.32 (48.74) −37.33 (61.18) −94.74 (45.03) −98.37 (17.10) −86.32 (92.88)

m1→m2 −0.2 (10.32) −0.18 (17.28) −7.12 (24.09) −0.94 (25.72) −1.02 (11.74) −6.37 (54.90)

m2→m3 −0.1 (5.43) −0.11 (10.44) −4.17 (20.88) −0.08 (16.54) −0.1 (4.95) −2.2 (49.74)

m3→m12 +0.05 (19.6) +0.06 (20.23) −6.32 (39.61) −0.11 (20.32) −0.16 (7.73) −1.83 (41.65)

bsl→m12 −97.74 (37.08) −92.8 (57.55) −69.96 (58.34) −97.45 (64.85) −99.87 (6.45) −97.24 (51.41)

The table shows the relative change of IRF/SRF volumes from one timepoint to the next, relative to the fluid volume present at baseline. The change was calculated by looking at the overall IRF/SRF
volumes within the central 6 mm. For example, in RVO, from month 1 to month 2, there is an additional decrease of 0.2% of the IRF volume present at baseline.
AMD, age-related macular degeneration; bsl, baseline; DME, diabetic macular oedema; IRF, intraretinal fluid; m1 to m12, month 1 to month 12; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; SRF, subretinal fluid;
‘−/+’ indicates a decrease/increase in fluid.
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Table 2 Change of overall fluid volume from one timepoint to the next, relative to the fluid volume at the previous timepoint (RelPrev)

Change IRF, % (IQR) Change SRF, % (IQR)

Fluid change RelPrev RVO AMD DME RVO AMD DME

bsl→m1 −95.89 (41.0) −91.32 (48.74) −37.33 (61.18) −94.74 (45.03) −98.37 (17.10) −86.32 (92.88)

m1→m2 −24.75 (144.12) −21.00 (155.74) −14.91 (45.16) −49.80 (215.26) −68.82 (215.36) −53.09 (153.11)

m2→m3 −19.18 (151.56) −14.53 (146.41) −13.13 (43.89) −26.47 (215.36) −43.62 (188.16) −36.48 (227.67)

m3→m12 +21.15 (511.94) +6.94 (263.65) −27.97 (96.13) −22.54 (306.65) −62.20 (232.05) −67.84 (181.47)

bsl→m12 −97.74 (37.08) −92.8 (57.55) −69.96 (58.34) −97.45 (64.85) −99.87 (6.45) −97.24 (51.41)

The table shows the relative change of IRF/SRF volumes from one timepoint to the next, relative to the fluid volume present at the first of two consecutive visits. The change was calculated by
looking at the overall IRF/SRF volumes within the central 6 mm. For example, in RVO, from month 1 to month 2, there is a decrease of 24.75% of the IRF volume present at month 1.
AMD, age-related macular degeneration; bsl, baseline; DME, diabetic macular oedema; IRF, intraretinal fluid; m1 to m12, month 1 to month 12; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; SRF, subretinal fluid;
‘−/+’ indicates a decrease/increase in fluid.

Figure 4 Median normalised intraretinal fluid volumes and their development under antivascular endothelial growth factor therapy, shown for each
disease, timepoint and region. The first column under each disease shows volumes at the fovea, paracentral ring and pericentral ring; the second column
indicates volumes in the superior, nasal, inferior and temporal sectors. Patients with RVO and AMD show a quick and pronounced response after the first
injection; patients with DME, however, respond more slowly and to a smaller extent. The logarithmic colour scale allows the visualisation of small
changes in volume. AMD, age-related macular degeneration; bsl, baseline; DME, diabetic macular oedema; IRF, intraretinal fluid; m1 to m12, month 1 to
month 12; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; S, superior sector; N, nasal sector; I, inferior sector; T, temporal sector.
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assessment to take on amore informative, quantitative approach
—as attempted in our study.

Importantly, cut-offs for treatable fluid, as for instance
chosen in the FLUID study, are unlikely to apply to all
patients. While some might only benefit from a ‘zero-
tolerance’ approach, others might show no functional decline
under more extensive exudation. The precise quantification
of disease activity and treatment response together with visual
function are therefore important prerequisites to identify tol-
erated and treatable fluid levels in a single patient and thus
determine individual fluid profiles. Subsequently, the compre-
hensive application of such decision support systems in clin-
ical practice could mean a more efficient and precise disease
management.

The results of our study indicate a tendency of IRF/SRF to
accumulate in certain macular regions. For each disease, the high-
est normalised IRF volumes were consistently measured at the

fovea, followed by the paracentral ring and pericentral ring. This
conforms with a report on the localisation of macular neovascu-
larisations (MNVs) in nAMD that found, independent of the
lesion type, most MNVs subfoveally.17 In DME, on the other
hand, it has been hypothesised that the absence of inner retinal
layers at the fovea favours the development of predominantly
large cystic spaces, giving rise to a dome-shaped configuration
with its centre at the fovea.18

When we compared the four sectors surrounding the fovea, we
measured the highest normalised IRF volumes temporally in both
RVO and DME. These findings confirm results from previous
studies that revealed that retinal changes primarily affect the
temporal sector in both branch and central RVO.19 20 In
a further assessment of the leakage on fluorescein angiography
in 87 patients with DME, the greatest area of leakage was mea-
sured temporally.21 It was concluded that this was most likely due
to strongly leaking microaneurysms. An early study that

Figure 5 Median normalised subretinal fluid volumes and their development under antivascular endothelial growth factor therapy, shown for each
disease, timepoint and region. The first column of each disease shows volumes at the fovea, paracentral ring and pericentral ring; the second column
indicates volumes in the superior, nasal, inferior and temporal sectors. Each disease shows a quick and pronounced response after the first injection.
Contrary to patients with RVO and DME, those with nAMD exhibit more SRF in the paracentral ring than at the fovea/pericentral ring. The logarithmic colour
scale allows the visualisation of small changes in volume. AMD, age-related macular degeneration; bsl, baseline; DME, diabetic macular oedema; IRF,
intraretinal fluid; m1 to m12, month 1 to month 12; RVO, retinal vein occlusion; S, superior sector; N, nasal sector; I, inferior sector; T, temporal sector.
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investigated the distribution of microaneurysms in patients with
diabetes also found they were most numerous temporally.22

From baseline to month 3, patients with nAMD exhibited more
SRF paracentrally than patients with RVO and DME, who always
showed the highest normalised SRF volume at the fovea. A spatial
correlation between IRF—but not SRF—and pigment epithelial
detachments (PEDs) has been found in patients with nAMD.23 It is
possible that the predominantly paracentral accumulation of SRF
in our study was thus due to subfoveal PEDs orMNVs that exerted
outward pressure on the SRF pockets. A regression of MNVafter
the loading phase might have allowed the SRF to access the fovea
and thus cause the central shift of this fluid type that was observed.
The pronounced extrafoveal accumulation of SRF up to month 3
might also be due to an increased expression of VEGF, leading to
leakage of retinal vessels that have no contact with the primary
MNVand remain responsive to anti-VEGF treatment.

A downward shift of SRF dependent on the patient’s posture has
been described for central serous chorioretinopathy,24 serous ret-
inal detachment25 and a small number of patients with DME.26 In
our study, a statistically significantly higher volume of SRF was
exhibited in the inferior sector than in the superior sector in all
three diseases, suggesting that gravitational forces influenced this
fluid type.While the exact time between disease manifestation and
the first image acquisition is not known for any of our patients,
finding such an accumulation at baseline speaks for a shift of SRF
soon after the onset of exudation. Anatomical circumstancesmight
limit this property to SRF only: while SRF accumulates in the
subretinal space between the neurosensory retina and underlying
retinal pigment epithelium, IRF is the result of leakage into the
intracellular- and intercellular space, where Müller fibres lead to
a compartmentalisation of the neurosensory retina.27

The automated quantification of fluid over time allowed us to
distinguish the anatomic responses to anti-VEGF treatment regi-
mens. While patients with RVO and nAMD exhibited a prompt
and pronounced IRF decrease after only one injection (90% less of
initial volume), patients with DME showed a delayed and less
marked response (IRF decrease at months 1 and 12: 37%/70%).
We believe that the extent of the retinal area involved as well as the
acuteness of vascular leakage have important implications for the
reversibility of macular oedema: in (branch) RVO and nAMD,
exudation is predominantly triggered by localised events with
recent onsets, such as the blockage of a retinal vein and leakage
from a MNV.28 Conversely, the formation of macular oedema in
DME is supported bymorewidespread and chronic retinal damage
(eg, microaneurysms) and ischaemia, thereby impeding its thera-
peutic response.29 30 It is further known that vascular permeability
inDME is not onlymediated by the upregulation ofVEGF, but also
by VEGF-independent inflammatory pathways that remain untar-
geted in a treatment regimen solely based on VEGF inhibition.31 32

Accordingly, at month 12, there was only a 70% reduction in IRF
volume in our patient cohort. The only moderate therapeutic
response of IRF in DME was accompanied by an 86% reduction
of SRF after only one injection. Posthoc analyses of the
RESTORE2, RISE/RIDE4 and Protocol T (Roberts et al, in submis-
sion) trials identified SRF as a positive prognostic marker for
treatment response. However, the last of these studies also found
SRF to negatively impact BCVA at baseline, supporting the concept
of SRF as an indicator of increased inflammation.33 We thus
hypothesise that in a chronic disease such as DME, SRF might be
a sign of increased disease activity and its sudden onset might also
be key to its equally quick and marked therapeutic response. The
more pronounced elimination of SRF compared with IRF might
further be facilitated by its proximity to the retinal pigment

epithelium, which is responsible for the transport of ions and
fluid from the subretinal space to the choroid.
A key limitation of our study is its retrospective design and

associated drawbacks such as lack of data (demographics, indivi-
dual treatment and visual function) and selection bias: Protocol
T only included patients with centre-involved DME; HARBOR,
which constituted less than half of our AMD population, included
only patients with subfoveal lesions. These risks are minimised by
our large dataset as well as the prospective image acquisition in
the randomised, multicentre clinical trials. Our analysis is based
on trials that followed slightly different treatment protocols.
Importantly, our goal was not to compare the response to one
particular treatment regimen between diseases, but flexible regi-
mens that are potentially followed in a real-world setting. Neither
this circumstance nor pooling patients with branch or central
RVO in one group hampered the identification of statistically
significant differences between RVO, nAMD and DME.
However, to show up differences between BRVO and CRVO,
knowledge of the exact site of occlusion in BRVO would have
been essential, which might be further investigated after manual
review of the images. As the ETDRS grid does not take account of
the most common anatomical sites of BRVO (eg, superior-
temporal, inferior-temporal),19 subdivisions of the macula other
than those defined in our study would have been required.
In conclusion, the fully automated detection of macular fluid

allows IRF and SRF to be individually quantified in RVO, nAMD
and DME at the treatment-naïve stage as well as under anti-VEGF
therapy. In each disease, IRF was found to affect the fovea more
than its surrounding area. Statistically significantly higher SRF
volumes were continuously measured in the inferior sector of the
macula, suggesting the influence of gravitational forces on this fluid
type. Fluid volumes and changes thereof allow for an objective and
precise assessment of the treatment response. Contrary to patients
with RVO and nAMD, who showed a quick and almost complete
IRF reduction after only one injection, those with DME exhibited
a less pronounced and delayed response to anti-VEGF treatment.
Defining a personal therapy depends primarily on an accurate

assessment of disease activity. AI in ophthalmology offers not
only the tools to identify and track individual changes, but also
to predict individual treatment needs and responses.34 35 Our
results on the spatiotemporal distribution of retinal fluid add
valuable information for the development of such predictive
models and give new insights into the dynamic processes of the
most relevant retinal diseases.
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